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The age of challenge and change: who are the true leaders?

Creative talents that take others into consideration, communicate with 

them and embrace 'all' through affectionate innovation

These are the global leaders that the University of Seoul envisions. 
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COVER STORY

The calligraphy on the cover that says, "The Pride of Seoul, 100 Years of Learning and Sharing" is the slogan of the 

University of Seoul (UOS). It is artwork from a student named Daehyun Kim at Bucheon Haerym Special School given 

to the university as a gift to celebrate its 97th anniversary. The UOS volunteering club titled 'Dream Plant' is a project 

to assist the self-sufficiency of people with developmental disabilities by opening a calligraphy class and making and 

selling flower pots designed with the calligraphy carefully written by students with such disabilities. These students 

prove that those who are challenged are not a burden to society needing assistance, but they are that can exert their 

talents and contribute to society. The students at Haerym School sell the flower pots with their handwriting on them. 

We are thankful for all the students that are learning to make not only their lives better, but all in our society.
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Message from the PresidentUOS Vision

The University of Seoul will soar higher 
with a greater passion for the next century.  

Vision

Marking its centennial anniversary in 2018, the University of Seoul has fostered talents that are essential for 

the Korean society as ‘the base of learning and sharing’ driven by the university motto of "Truth, Creation, and 

Service" for the past 100 years. In 2012, we have halved the tuition fees for the first time among universities in 

Korea, sought after normalization of public education and expanded social contribution activities, fulfilling 

social responsibilities as a public university. 

Appointed as the UOS president this year, I proposed a new vision, “The Pride of Seoul – 100 Years of 

Learning and Sharing” in order to ensure that all members including students could be proud of the UOS, 

showing our ambitious goal of being the soul of Seoul. 

The UOS is committed to developing competitive talents with the spirit of the times and citizenship, 

conducting innovative researches that can create social values, and becoming the future-leading university by 

proactively responding to social needs and conducting sharing programs. 

I sincerely ask for your passionate interest and affection for a new higher leap of the University of Seoul for the 

next century. 

July 2015 

President of The University of Seoul

Yun-hi Won  

Leading Social Changes 
with Warm-Hearted Sharing

·  Outreaching for the Citizens and Seoul Metropolitan Government

·  Voluntary Participation Coupled with Career Development of Individuals

·  Volunteering to Meet Various Social Needs

Cultivating Competitive Human Resources 
with Zeitgeist and Citizenship

·  Training the Leaders for the Future

·  Developing the Creative Innovators

·  Fostering the Caring and Open-Minded Humanity

Innovative and Future-Oriented 
Researches for Creating Social Values

·   Leading the Pioneering  

Researches for the Future

·   Strengthening the Competitiveness of Cities  

with Convergent Researches

·  Building Top-Class and Research-Friendly Environments

The Pride of Seoul

100 Years of Learning 

and Sharing

The University of Seoul

UOS
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UOS History

Carrying on the Nostalgia over the Passage of Time 

It is a rarity to change a front gate of a university as many times as the 

UOS. The forerunner was Kyung Sung Public Agricultural College on May 

1, 1918, followed by Seoul Agricultural Basic College in June 1950  and 

four-year Seoul Agricultural College in March 1956. In October 1981, 

it was renamed as the College of Seoul, and as it was elevated to a 

comprehensive university in March 1987 to be renamed as the current 

'University of Seoul.' The photo shows the front gate of Seoul Agricultural 

College in 1967, which was made of granite. It was used until the school 

was changed into Seoul Industrial College

Bringing back the memories of a century

The current Gyeongnonggwan (Agricultural Management Hall) was 

constructed in 1937 as the main building of Kyung Sung Public 

Agricultural College, the forerunner of the UOS. It is the UOS' oldest 

building embracing the history and traditions of a century. It is now 

used as Institute of Seoul Studies and a gallery with numerous pieces 

of art. The area in front of the main building was originally a playground, 

which is now home to the Law Building and Wellness Center. 

1918~87
1918  Founded as Kyung Sung Public Agricultural College 

1956   Promoted to four-year college and renamed as Seoul 

Agricultural College

1974  Reorganized as Seoul Industrial University 

1975   Oversight committee transferred from Seoul Board of 

Education to Seoul Metropolitan Government 

1981  Renamed as Seoul City University 

1987 Renamed as University of Seoul

  Promoted to the comprehensive university with 4 

colleges and 22 departments

1990
1990   Established Graduate School of 

Business Administration 

1996   stablished college of Urban Sciences 

1997   Founded Seoul Center for Continuing 

Education  

1999   Established college of Arts and 

Physical Education

2000
2000   Established Graduate School of Science in 

Taxation, Graduate School of Urban Sciences and 

Graduate School of Education  

2003   Designated as the Distinguished University 

centered on the Urban Sciences by the Ministry of 

Education & Human Resources Development 

2003  Graduate School of Design 

2004  Established Industry Cooperation Foundation

2005   Established Institute of International Cooperation 

and Education

2006  Established On-campus Dormitory (309rooms) 

2006   Dual Degree Agreement with San Francisco State 

University

2006  Dual Degree Agreement with CUNY Stony Brook 

2007   Granted Accreditation for “Architectural 

Education” by Korea Architectural Accrediting 

Board (KAAB), only one organization recognized 

by UNESCO-UIA Validation Council for 

Architectural Education (UVCAE) and Canberra 

Accord

2008   One of the top 3 universities in Korea among 

4-year universities without medical school by 

JoongAng Daily’s University Ranking Evaluation

2008   Dual Degree Agreement with Texas Dallas 

University

2008  Dual Degree Agreement with Miami University

2009  Opened Law School

2010~Current
2010   Granted USD 10 million fund for 4 years by 

Ministry of Education, Science and Technology 

as the “Leading University in Advancement of 

College Education (ACE)”

2010   Ranked the 4th in “University Competitiveness” 

by Ministry of Education, Science and Technology

2011   Ranked the 4th among universities without 

Medical School and the 5th among universities 

with integrated discipline (overall the 14th) by 

JoongAng Daily’s University Ranking Evaluation

2011  Opened International House 

2012   Ranked the 1st for the ratio of inbound exchange 

students and the 3rd for the ratio of outbound 

exchange students among Korean universities 

(overall the 16th) by Chosun Daily & QS Asia’s 

University Ranking Evaluation

2012   Established International School of Urban 

Sciences 

2014   International School of Urban Sciences 

designated as a specialized graduate school in 

overseas construction by the Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure and Transport

1918 1990 20152000

Experiencing the Living History of Seoul

The UOS Museum has established itself as a cultural space 

for citizens as well as a space for student education by 

excavating, collecting and exhibiting invaluable cultural assets 

since it opened in September 1984. The cosy and substantial 

museum houses 8,000 relics as of now, many of which are 

from the modern and contemporary history of Seoul, enabling 

visitors to experience the living history of Seoul. 

The UOS Museum Opened in 1984

A View of Kyung Sung Public Agricultural College in 1937

(current Gyeongnonggwan and the Gallery)

The Front Gate Remodeled in 1967

Budding Dreams on Campus

The Agricultural Festival was held on the UOS' May 1 

anniversary with such diverse events as a sports competition, an 

academic symposium and an exhibition. A folk dance session 

with female students dressed in Swiss style of primary colors 

dancing with male students from Reserve Officers' Training 

Corps (ROTC) was the biggest attention grabber. The beautiful 

dancers with a dream on campus were the jewels of the festival. 

Dance Party at the Agricultural Festival at 

the 58th Anniversary in 1976 



A bigger value for a new century - 
Untapped potentials are what the 
youthfulness presents to you

The University of Seoul flies higher for the next century. The youthfulness is a journey toward 

unceasing challenges and a bigger value in a greater world. The future of the UOS unfolds with 

the encounter of a long history and potentials of the young. We are here to cheer for the young 

that act out a good will with practical learning and creative thinking. 
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The UOS is complete with 
possibilities and pride. 

Q. The UOS is...

A. 【the role model of  schools】

The UOS has been highly recognized with its education and research capacities in the 

government’s diverse sponsorship projects and evaluations. According to the TIMES of the 

U.K, the UOS ranked 49th in the 2015 Asia University Ranking. The UOS capacities stood 

out among Korea’s prestigious universities whose ranking have gone down, while exerting its 

prestige as a global educational institute. 

-  Ranking 49th in the 2015 Asia University Ranking by the TIMES of the U.K. (ranking 7th 

among Korean universities)

-  2014 University of highest excellence in the industry-academia cooperation evaluation in the 

business perspective (for 2 consecutive years from 2013 to 2014)

- 2014 Grade 1 in the integrity evaluation of nationwide national and public universities

- 2015 ‘University with high quality education’ (for 8 consecutive years from 2011 to 2018) 

UOS Power

Competitiveness and values of  the UOS go beyond Korea to reach the globe. 
The UOS will become a benchmark of  change and innovation. 

Ranking in Korea Ranking in Asia University Name
1st(1st) 6th(4th) Seoul National Universit

2nd(2nd) 8th(8th) KAIST
3rd(3rd) 11th(10th) POSTECH
4th(6th) 16th(27th) Sungkyunkwan University
5th(5th) 26th(23rd) Korea University
6th(4th) 28th(17th) Yonsei University

7th(9th) 49th(72nd) University of Seoul
8th(10th) 53rd(76th) Ewha Womans University
9th(7th) 54th(59th) Hanyang University
10th(8th) 67th(64th) Kyunghee University

11th(off the rank) 85th(off the rank) University of Ulsan
12th(14th) 97th(100th) Chung-Ang University
13th(13th) 100th(98th) Pusan National University

* Numbers in brackets are the rankings of the previous year. 

* Domestic rankings are indicated based on Asia's top 100 ranking universities. 

Ranking 49th in the ‘2015 Asia University Ranking’ by the 
TIMES of the U.K, ranking 7th among Korean universities
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Q. The UOS is...

A. 【a specialized university on urban sciences】

The UOS has focused on research and education on urban sciences unyieldingly in order 

to address various issues confronted by the industrialized and urbanized Seoul. As a 

consequence, the UOS was selected as a specialized university on urban sciences for six 

consecutive years by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology from 2003 to 2008. 

In 2012, the UOS opened courses at the International School of Urban Sciences(ISUS) for 

the first time in Korea to foster specialists in overseas construction and urban development. 

As the International School of Urban Sciences(ISUS) were highly evaluated with its abundant 

research experiences on urban sciences, it was designated as a specialized graduate school 

in overseas construction by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport. 

Master of Urban Administration and Planning (MUAP)
As part of the Seoul ODA business, public officials of sister cities of Seoul are invited to join 

a Master’s program consisting of theoretical subjects and site visits. The program aims to 

cultivate competent urban experts who can contribute to the development of their home 

countries and further international exchanges and cooperation.

Master of Urban and Regional Development (MURD)
As part of the KOICA ODA business, the program provides opportunities to government 

officials from developing countries to gain first-hand knowledge of Korea’s development. The 

purpose of this program is to enable the trainees to apply what they have learned to their 

home country or local community.

Seoul Case Study Program (SCSP)
As part of Seoul’s International Cooperation, 「Case Study : Policy Management in Seoul, 

Seoul Case Study Program(SCSP)」 was established in 2009 signing MOU with ten universities 

from United States of America initially and a new MOU was signed with a university from 

the United Kingdom in of sharing Seoul’s experiences with city policies which have attracted 

attention from overseas and fostering a global network of young scholars specializing in 

urban policy issues. The program received first group of participants in 2010. In 2013 Seoul 

Metropolitan Government(SMG) designated the International School of Urban Sciences(ISUS) 

at University of Seoul(UOS) to host the SCSP program. Ten universities from the USA and 

one from the UK have so far signed MOU’s for participation in the program.

UOS Power
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The UOS prioritizes the 
endeavors of students. 

Scholarship Benefits for 53.35% of All Students

The UOS providing a stable academic environment for excellent talents extends scholarship 

to 53.35% of all students through sponsorships from the Seoul Metropolitan Government, 

which is the highest scholarship receipt rate nationwide. For freshmen whose parents have 

lived in Seoul for three years and more, 100% of the admission fees are exempted under 

the citizen scholarship program. As such, a strongly supportive educational environment is 

offered for students. 

Scholarships of the UOS 
-  Tuition fees that are merely 50% of private schools'

-  Scholarships for 53.35% of all students thanks to the Seoul Metropolitan Government’s 

financial support 

-  Citizen scholarship program to waive 100% admission fees for students whose parents 

have lived in Seoul for three years and more 

Fostering Global Talents

The UOS has signed cooperation agreements with 493 prestigious universities from 68 

countries (as of August 2015) and joined the International Student Exchange Program (ISEP) 

in July 2015 so that it can run student exchange programs with 300 or so new universities 

worldwide. The UOS presents diverse global programs to foster global talents with a global 

mindset: ‘student exchange program’ to build up enrolled students’ global capacities; ‘global 

internship’ to offer opportunities of working abroad; and ‘overseas language training’ to work 

on language proficiency. 

UOS Scholarship + Global Program

The UOS will be a driving force for many students to challenge themselves for their dream and 

achieve their goals.

The UOS will take a new leap for stronger competitiveness through equitable scholarship benefits 

and signing of cooperation agreements with the world's prestigious universities. 

20122011

347
345

435
417

2013 2014 2015

364

<Outbound>

20122011

340 335

350

336

2013 2014 2015

329

<Inbound>

[ Number of exchange students ]
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UOS Professors

An Expert of the Korea-Japan 
Relations and History

Jaejeong Chung, Professor of Department 
of Korean History 

Professor Jaejeong Chung gives historical 

insights and visions to be empathized 

by those in East Asia and beyond as 

well as on the Korea-Japan relations, 

seeking for further reconciliation of the 

two. As the president of Northeast Asian 

History Foundation, he has been most 

proactively engaged in opening up a new 

horizon in properly understanding of the 

bilateral relations. His consistent efforts 

in the field have guided those seeking for 

genuine cooperation based on accurate 

understanding of the past and the present. 

We are to introduce the 

world-renowned scholars 

that lead the future of 

students and raise the 

prestige of the school. 

Another weapon 

of competitive that 

the UOS touts 

2009~2012   2nd President of Northeast 

Asian History Foundation

2005~2006   Visiting Professor at 

International Research Center 

for Japanese Studies 

2004~   Reviewer at Korea 

Publication Ethics 

Commission

2003~   Member and executive at 

Korea-Japan Joint History 

Research Committee 

1999~2000   Visiting Professor at Center 

for Northeast Asian Studies, 

Tohoku University

1996~1998   Chairman of Korea-Japan 

Historical Society

2011~   Technical Committee 

Member in ESSDERC and in 

IEEE S3S Conference

2011~2012  Chief researcher in Xilinx 

2010    Researcher in IBM 22nm SOI 

Device

2009    Fellow of American Physical 

Society(APS)

2005    Fellow of Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers(IEEE)

1992   Chief Scientist at LG Central 

Research Center

1998  Post Doctoral Fellow at IBM 

Thomas J Watson Research 

Center

Head of Research Team 

for Quantum Information 

Processing, 

a Creative Research 

Promotion Project under 

the Ministry of Science and 

Technology 

2015~   Chief researcher at Partnership 

& Leadership for the nationwide 

Supercomputing Infrastructure (PLSI)

2013~   Chief researcher of the Korean side 

in upgrading detectors at the CMS 

international joint research

2011~2014  Director, financier and councilor of the 

Korean Physical Society

2010~2013  Chief researcher and spokesperson 

of Korea’s Experimental Project Team 

of CMS, member of Korea-CERN 

Cooperation Committee 

2009~   Director of Seoul Supercomputer Center, 

Director of Computational Science 

Research Center 

2015    Member of a presidential project 

on creating Asia's cultural hub city

   Member of the Advisory Council 

for the Future of Seoul 

   Cass Gallery in London

2014~2015   Associate Director at Asia Culture 

Complex 

  Advisory Council for Urban 

Planning under the Seoul 

Metropolitan Government

2008, 2014   Curator at the Korean pavilion 

at the Venice Biennale of 

Architecture

2011    Chief Curator for Gwangju Design 

Biennale 

2008    Aedes Gallery of Berlin

2005    Advisor to World Mayors Forum

Korea's Renowned Architectural 
Expert Spotlighted by the World

Hyungmin Pai, Professor of Department of 
Architecture 

Professor Hyungmin Pai served as the chief curator 

for the Korean pavilion which won the Golden Lion 

prize at the Venice Biennale of Architecture as the 

first Korean awardee. It was a new exhibition tapping 

onto the two Koreas’ architecture and the unexplored 

world, garnering global acclaims and opening up 

a new chapter in the Korean architectural history. 

Professor acquired his Ph.D at MIT and became 

the Fulbright Scholar twice. ‘The Portfolio and the 

Diagram’ he wrote published by MIT Press is used 

as a textbook in such prestigious universities as 

Harvard, Columbia and AA School. He strives to 

ensure Korean architecture to gain global attention.

Master of  Quantum 
Mechanics

Doyeol Ahn, WB Distinguished Professor of 
School of Electrical & Computer Engineering 

Professor Doyeol Ahn is one of the world's 

highly recognized experts in quantum 

information communication technologies, 

one of the core technology field for the 

future. In 2005, Professor Ahn was elected 

to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers(IEEE) Fellow as the top 0.1% 

of the total membership. In 2009, he 

became a Fellow of American Physical 

Society(APS). As a leading scholar in 

quantum technologies, he strives to secure 

the cutting-edge technologies for the future, 

which would be critical for the nation. 

Leading the Future Value of  Physics 
in Korea

Inkyu Park, Professor of Department of Physics  

Professor Inkyu Park spearheaded the 

Experimental Project Team of CMS(Compact 

Muon Solenoid) in Korea (2010-2012) at the 

international research project of European 

Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN). 

His team proved the existence of the Higgs 

boson particle as “the God Particle" in the 

world of physics, contributing to the discovery 

of the Higgs particle. Professor Park has also 

been passionate in international researches by 

publishing 225 papers with Science Citation 

Index (SCI) as he set up the system for 

international joint research on computer and 

networks and conducted the research. 

An Academic Mentor for Young 
Engineering Students 

Changhwan Shin, Professor of School of 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 

Professor Changhwan Shin won the 'First 

Young Engineering Educator Award(2014)' 

organized by Korean Society for 

Engineering Education. He devotes himself 

for his pupils to be highly recognized on 

the global stage, who, in fact, have shown 

remarkable achievements: publishing their 

papers in prestigious journals with highest 

SCI coverage on end, and being selected 

as special scholarship students at Korea 

Foundation for Advanced Studies
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College of Public Affairs & Economics
Department of Public Administration 

Department of International Relations 

School of Economics 

Department of Social Welfare 

Department of Science in Taxation 

School of Law 

College of Business Administration
School of Business Administration

College of Engineering
School of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Department of Chemical Engineering 

Department of Mechanical and Information Engineering 

Department of Materials Science and Engineering

Department of Civil Engineering 

School of Computer Science and Engineering

College of Humanities
Department of English Language and Literature 

Department of Korean Language and Literature 

Department of Korean History 

Department of Philosophy 

Department of Chinese Language and Culture 

College of Natural Sciences
Department of Mathematics 

Department of Statistics 

Department of Physics 

Department of Life Science

Department of Environmental Horticulture 

College of Urban Sciences
Department of Urban Administration

Department of Urban Sociology

Department of Architectural Engineering 

Department of Architecture 

Department of Urban Planning and Design 

Department of Transportation Engineering 

Department of Landscape Architecture

School of Environmental Engineering

Department of Geo-Informatics 

College of Arts and Physical Education
Department of Industrial and Visual Design

Department of Environmental Sculpture 

Department of Music 

Department of Sports Informatics 

Department of Sports Sciences

Graduate Schools
Graduate School 

Graduate School of Science in Taxation

Graduate School of Design 

University of Seoul Law School

Graduate School of Urban Sciences 

Graduate School of Business Administration 

Graduate school of Science and Technology

Graduate School of Education 

International School of Urban Sciences

UOS Colleges

Fostering diverse talents that 
contribute to the society 
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UOS 
International 
Programs

UOS’s global competitiveness 
= 
student-centered program 
+ 
a solid education infrastructure
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Overview

International Exchange and 
Cooperation

As an open and international university 

looking towards the globalizing world, 

the University of Seoul (UOS) promotes 

international exchange at all levels of the 

institution. Presently, the international 

exchange program includes both the 

exchange of students and professors, 

and the exchange of partner universities’ 

information and staff. The university has 

exchange programs with 228 

universities in 44 countries (as of 

September 2015), sending and receiving 

more than 600 students every year. 

Within the university, the Institute of 

International Cooperation and Education 

(IICE) is responsible for all the 

administrative matters concerning 

international exchange and cooperation.

International Seminars and 
Workshops

The University of Seoul is host to more 

than 20 international conferences and 

workshops every year. Some of these 

conferences and workshops include the 

Seoul Metropolitan Forum, the Seoul-

Shanghai Forum, the Asian Coalition for 

Architecture and Urbanism, the Korea-

Japan Symposium on History 

Textbooks, and the International 

Comparative Language Education 

Conference. These particular 

conferences represent the special 

emphasis that UOS has on cooperation 

within the Asian region.

Institute of International 
Cooperation and Education

With the globalizing international 

economy and society, UOS has 

recognized the importance of enhancing 

its international capability. This is being 

done through the development of 

various practical programs by educators 

and specialists, and through the centers 

that compose the IICE. These centers 

are the Center for International 

Cooperation, the Center for Foreign 

Language Education and the Center for 

Korean studies. The responsibilities of 

each center are as follows.

-  Center for International Cooperation: 

International Partnership, the Exchange 

Student Program, the Global Internship 

Program and the International Summer School 

Program

-  Center for Foreign Language Education: the 

Overseas Language Training Program, and the 

On-campus Language Program

-  Center for Korean Studies: International 

Admissions, the Korean Language and Culture 

Program and Courses for Korean & Asian 

Studies
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Admissions for International Students

Admissions through UOS application

Programs for International students

Eligibility

Undergraduate Applicants
International applicants(non Korean citizens) who complete elementary, junior-high and high school 
education must be foreign nationals whose parents are not Korean citizens

Transfer Applicants 
Applicants must finish undergraduate education for at least two years after they complete elementary, 
junior-high and high school education. They can transfer to the second year (sophomore) or third year 
(junior)

Master’s Program Applicants An individual who has completed a four-year-undergraduate program and holds a Bachelor’s degree

Doctoral Program Applicants 
An individual who has completed a four-year-undergraduate program and hold Bachelor’s degree and a 
Master’s degree 

Schedule

Semester Application Acceptance Announcement Programs

Spring (March-June) October - November December Undergraduate
(Freshman, Transfer), 

Graduate
(Master, Doctoral)Fall (September-December) March - April June

Requirements

Undergraduate

General
Requirements

Applicants must meet one of the following requirements;
1) Hold level 4 TOPIK
2) Have taken at least 4 level of Korean Language Courses at our university only
3) Graduated from an overseas Korean School
4)  Have met Korean language proficiency approved by Vice President of International Affairs of the University of 

Seoul

Conditional
Admission

Applicants who do not meet the requirement of TOPIK may be admitted conditionally. However they must meet 
one of the following requirements.
1) Hold level 3 TOPIK
2)  Have completed or are expected to complete 3 level of Korean Language Courses in the KLCP at the University 

of Seoul

Graduate

General
Requirements

Applicants must meet one of the following requirements;
1) Hold level 4 TOPIK
2) Have taken at least 4 level of Korean Language Courses at our university only
3) Graduated from an overseas Korean School
4) Have met Korean language proficiency approved by the Dean of Graduate School of the University of Seoul

Applicants also meet the additional requirements if departments ask. Further information at http://global.uos.ac.kr

Scholarships for international students

A. Undergraduate

• �Full-tuition�Scholarships�are�given�to�students�that�are�part�of�the�top�10%�of�their�academic�class�rank

• �Half-tuition�scholarships�are�given�to�students�that�are�part�of�the�top�20%�of�their�academic�class�rank

 * Recipients of extramural scholarships are not eligible for full-tuition or half-tuition scholarships 

B. Graduate

• �Full-tuition�scholarships�are�provided�to�70~80%�of�the�Ph.�D�students�who�are�recommended�by�each�department�according�to�

their scholastic ranks.

• �Half-tuition�scholarships�are�provided�to�70~80%�of�the�master’s�course�students�who�are�recommended�by�each�department�

according to their scholastic ranks.

Admissions through Korean Government Scholarship Program 

The Korean Government Scholarship Program is designed to provide higher education in Korea for international students, with the 

aim of promoting international exchange in education, as well as mutual friendship amongst the participating countries. Please visit 

to the NIIED (National Institute for International Education) website for further inquiries. (www.studyinkorea.go.kr)

Eligibility 

Applicant must have foreign citizenships.(Name of country will be announced by NIIED)

Academic Program  

Undergraduate course: 1year of Korean language + 4year of Undergraduate 

Master's course: 1 year of Korean language + 2year of Master's 

Ph.D course: 1 year of Korean language + 3year of Ph.D. 

Scholarships 

Round trip airfare, Tuition fee etc. Please visit to the NIIED website. www.studyinkorea.go.kr 

Schedule

Please visit to the NIIED website. www.studyinkorea.go.kr 
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Eligibility and Application 
Process
Students from the partner universities of 

UOS should apply to the international 

office of the students’ home universities. 

After the application, home universities 

will nominate students to come to UOS. 

After nominated, students may apply for 

UOS through http://global.uos.ac.kr.

Courses offered in English
Exchange students can take any 

courses offered at UOS between 6 

credits to 20 credits every semester. 

Courses offered in English can be found 

at our website of http://global.uos.ac.kr.

Exchange Students are those who have applied and are nominated by an overseas 

university under a formal exchange agreement. Tuition is paid to the home university, 

and in most cases, the application and documentation fee is waived. Applications 

should proceed with the approval of the international office of the students’ home 

university. Exchange students may study for as long as two semesters.

SeoulMate
SeoulMates are UOS students who will 

help new comer students in various 

ways. They plan and lead many of the 

cultural immersion programs that are 

supported by UOS international office. 

Each SeoulMate is assigned 3-4 

exchange students allowing students to 

have a one on one cultural Korean 

exchange and to have a reliable avenue 

of help if need be.

Global Lounge
Global Lounge is a place where 

international students and UOS Korean 

students can get together and exchange 

languages and cultures under free and 

fun atmospheres. International students 

also have the opportunity to work as 

paid employees by being teachers or 

general staff.

Scholarship
• �The University of Seoul Student 

Exchange Support Scholarship

UOS provides a monthly stipend of 

400,000 KRW to each exchange student 

whose home university agrees to offer 

similar benefit to the exchange students 

from UOS.

• �Global Korea Scholarship (GKS)

National Institute for International 

Education (NIIED) is offering Global 

Korea Scholarships for exchange 

students studying at UOS. The GKS 

provides a one-time settlement fee of 

200,000 KRW, a monthly stipened of 

800,000 KRW, and pays roundtrip 

airfare. The University of Seoul will make 

a recommendation to NIIED and the final 

decision on the granting of the 

scholarships is decided upon by NIIED.

Exchange Student Program
Programs for International students
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Specialties of the Program

-  UOS buddies to help you with your 

adventure in Korea

-  Mingling with friends from all over the 

world and making global network

-  Chance to explore UNESCO world 

Treasure Jeju Island in Korea

-  Various field trips and cultural activities

Benefits for the Exchange 
Students from our Partner 
Universities

-  Tuition, registration, accommodation 

and cultural activity fees are waived.

-  More than 50% of expenses to the 

optional Jeju Island field trip is covered 

by UOS.

International Summer School
Since 2000, the International Summer School  (ISS) has provided international 

students with a great opportunity to learn about Korean culture and tradition. Both 

undergraduates and graduates are eligible for the program.

ISS�runs�in�June~July�every�summer�for�about�a�month�and�it�offers�courses�related�to�

Asian Studies, International Studies, Urban Studies, and Korean Language. Each class 

meets 45 hours for 3 credits during the program, and the students are able to take up 

to 3 courses. In addition, on campus accommodation is available to all participants. 

For more details, please visit our website at http://global.uos.ac.kr.

Programs for International students
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Korean Language and Culture Program
The Korean Language and Culture Program (KLCP) offers intensive Korean language 

courses and a cultural orientation to Korea. The KLCP includes 4 terms on a yearly 

basis. The courses emphasize speaking, listening, grammar and writing.

Number of weeks 10 weeks/termApplication Period

Hours of Instruction 200hours/term

Class Days Monday to Friday

Class Hours
9:00 - 12:50 (level 1, 3, 5)

13:10 - 17:00 (level 2, 4, 6)

Class Size 10 - 15 students

Policy Students are required to attend at least 160 hours. 

Levels

6 levels
* All the new students should take a comprehensive placement test to determine 
their optimal class level. This placement test covers different areas of Korean 
skill including listening, speaking, reading and writing. 

Activities
Field Trips and Culture Classes, Language Exchange Program with UOS 
students, and Student Counseling

※ Further information at http://global.uos.ac.kr

Programs for International students
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North America (47)

USA (38) 
•University�of�Akron� � �

•Morehead�State�University� �

•North�Carolina�State�University�

•University�of�Washington�

•Chicago�State�University�

•Miami�University� �

•Ohio�State�University� �

•University�of�Kansas� �

•Utah�State�University� �

•San�Francisco�State�University� �

•State�University�of�New�York�at�Stony�Brook�

•University�of�Colorado�at�Boulder�

•University�of�Texas�at�Dallas�

•�Rutgers�University�Camden�Campus,�Department�of�

Fine Arts 

•Mississippi�State�University�

•Asia-Pacific�College�� �

•The�University�of�Hawaii�at�Manoa�

•University�of�Central�Missouri�

•University�of�Louisville� �

•University�of�Iowa� �

•University�of�North�Carolina�at�Pembroke�

•City�University�of�New�York,�City�College�

•Wayne�State�University��

•University�of�West�Georgia��

•San�Diego�State�University� �

•Florida�Institute�of�Technology� �

•Montclair�State�University� �

•California�State�University�at�Fullerton�

•George�Mason�University� �

•California�State�University�at�Los�Angeles�

•University�of�California,�Berkeley�

•Minnesota�State�University� �

•University�of�Missouri,�Kansas�City�

•University�of�Georgia� �

•Weber�State�University��

•Mercer�University� �

•University�of�Delaware� �

•University�of�Missouri,�Columbia�

•Northeastern�Illinois�University�

 

Canada (8) 
•University�of�Calgary� �

•University�of�Victoria� �

•Brock�University� �

•Saint�Mary's�University��

•Memorial�University�of�Newfoundland�

•Trent�University� �

•Royal�Roads�Univeristy��

•British�Columbia�Institute�of�Technology� �

 

Asia (106)

Japan (24) 
•Tokyo�Metropolitan�University�

•Yokohama�National�University�

•Tokyo�Gakugei�University� �

•Prefectural�University�of�Hiroshima�

•Meiji�Gakuin�University� �

•Ritsumeikan�University� �

•University�of�the�Ryukyus� �

•Rikkyo�University� �

•Osaka�University� �

•Nagoya�University� �

•The�University�of�Aizu� �

•Wayo�Women's�University� �

•Doshisha�University� �

•Kumamoto�University� �

•Miyazaki�International�College�

•Osaka�City�University� �

•Yamaguchi�University� �

•Kwansei�Gakuin�University� �

•Hokkaido�University� �

•Fukushima�University� �

•Prefectural�University�of�Kumamoto�

•Kanda�University�of�International�Studies

•Tokyo�University�of�Science�

•Hosei�University� �

  

China (35)
•Shanghai�Jiaotong�University� �

•Beijing�Union�University� �

•Fudan�University� � �

•Zheng�Zhou�University�of�Light�Industry�

•Zhejiang�University� � �

•Renmin�University�of�China� �

•University�of�Hong�Kong� �

•Tongji�University� � � �

•Beijing�Normal�University�� �

•Jilin�University� � � �

•Shandong�University�at�Weihai� �

•Jilin�Normal�University� � �

•Tsinghua�University� � � �

•Wuhan�University� � � �

•Xi'an�Jiaotong�University� �

•Yanbian�University�of�Science�&�Technology�

•The�Hongkong�Polytechnic�University� �

•Shenzhen�University� �

•United�International�College�� �

•Yanbian�University� � � �

•Nanjing�University�

•Northwest�University� �

•The�Chinese�University�of�Hong�Kong�

•Shanghai�University� � � �

•Sun�Yat-Sen�University�� �

•Hebei�University�of�Technology� �

•Harbin�Institute�of�Technology�at�Weihai�

•Wuhan�University�of�Technology��� �

•The�Hong�Kong�Institute�of�Education�� �

•University�of�Maucau� � �

•North�China�Electric�Power�University�

•East�China�Normal�University� � �

•Qingdao�University�of�Science�and�Technology��

•Zhejiang�Gongshang�University� �

•Jiangsu�University� � � �

Taiwan (8)
•National�Taiwan�University�of�Science�and�Technology�

•Soochow�University�� � �

•National�Chengchi�University� � �

•Southern�Taiwan�University�of�Science�and�Technology�

•National�Taiwan�Normal�University��

•Chung�Hua�University� � �

•National�Chung�Hsing�University�� �

•Fu�Jen�Catholic�University

  

Russia (4)
•Moscow�State�University� � �

•M.V.Lomonosov�Moscow�State�University�

•�Moscow�State�University�of�Geodesy�and�

Cartography 

•�Saint-Petersburg�State�University�of�Service�and�

Economics 

   

Ukraine (1)
•National�Technical�University�of�Ukraine�

  ‘Kyiv Polytechnic Institute’   

Mongolia (3) 
•National�University�of�Mongolia� �

•Mongolian�State�University�of�Agriculture�

•Mongolian�University�of�Science�and�Technology�

   

Kazakhstan (3) 
•L.N.�Gumilyov�Eurasian�National�University�

•KazGASA� � � �

•�Kazakhstan�Institute�of�Management,�Economics,�

and Strategic Research  

 

Kyrgyzstan (1) 
•Kyrgyz�National�University�� � �

    

Israel (1) 
•Academic�Center�of�Law�&�Business� �

  

Azerbaijan (1)
•Khazar�University� � � �

Thailand (9) 
•Assumption�University� � �

•National�Institute�of�Development�and�Administration�

•Thammasat�University� �

•Chulalongkorn�University� �

•Burapha�University� � � �

•Asian�Institute�of�Technology� � �

•Naresuan�University� � �

•�KMUTT�(King�Mongkut's�University�of�Technology�

Thonburi)

•Rangsit�University� � � �

Partner Institutions of UOS

Vietnam (8) 
•Hanoi�University�of�Mining�and�Geology�

•�Institute�of�Geological�Sciences�-�Vietnam�Academy�

of Science and Technology 

•University�of�Economics�Ho�Chi�Minh�City�� �

•Foreign�Trade�University� �

•HCMU�International�University� �

•HCMC�University�of�Technology� � �

•University�of�Social�Sciences�and�Humanities�

•National�Academy�of�Public�Administration� �

  

Laos (1) 
•National�University�of�Laos� � �

 

Cambodia (1) 
•University�of�Battambang� � �

 

Malaysia (3) 
•University�of�Malaya� � �

•University�Utara�Malaysia

•Taylor’s�University�

Singapore (1) 
•National�University�of�Singapore� � �

 

Philippines (1) 
•University�of�the�Philippines�Diliman�� �

 

Indonesia (1) 
•Bogor�Agricultural�University� � �

 

Sri Lanka (1) 
•University�of�Moratuwa�� � �

Europe (62)

UK (8) 
•University�College�London� � �

•Aston�University� � �

•University�of�London-School�of�Oriental

  and African Studies  

•Anglia�Ruskin�University� � �

•Nottingham�Trent�University� �

•University�of�Edinburgh�� �

•Robert�Gordon�University� �

•University�of�Northumbria� � �

 

France (7)
•The�Institute�of�Political�Studies�of�Rennes� �

•EPITA� � � �

•Euromed�Management��� �

•ISG�Paris� � � �

•University�of�Tours� � � �

•University�of�Rennes�1�-�IGR� �

•Sciences�Po�Lille� � � �

Germany (8) 
•Hochschule�Ostwestfalen-Lippe� �

•�Max�Planck�Institute�for�Foreign�and�International�

Criminal Law  

•University�of�Cologne� � �

•Berlin�University�of�Technology� �

•University�of�Stuttgart� � �

•University�of�Mannheim�� �

•University�of�Heidelberg� � �

•Karlsruhe�University�of�Applied�Sciences�

Netherlands (5) 
•Werkplaats�Typografie,�ArtEZ�Institute�of�the�Arts�

•Saxion�University�of�Applied�Sciences��

•University�of�Applied�Sciences�Utrecht�

•The�Hague�University�of�Applied�Sciences�

•Radboud�University�Nijmegen�� � �

 

Spain (9)
•University�of�Granada� � � �

•University�of�Málaga� � �

•Universidad�Carlos�III�de�Madrid� �

•University�of�Jaen� � �

•Universidad�Politecnica�de�Madrid� � �

•University�of�Almeria� � �

•Universitat�Autonoma�de�Barcelona��

•University�of�Barcelona�

•Universidad�Catolica�San�Antonio�de�Murcia� �

 

Portugal (2) 
•ISCTE� � � �

•Catholic�University�of�Portugal� � �

 

Sweden (2) 
•Södertörns�Högskola�University�College� �

•Halmstad�University� � � �

Finland (2)
•Oulu�University�of�Applied�Sciences�� �

•Turku�University�of�Applied�Sciences� �

 

Czech (1)
•Czech�Technical�University�in�Prague� �

  

Hungary (4) 
•Budapest�University�of�Technology�and�Economics�

•College�For�Foreign�Trade,�Budapest� �

•Budapest�University�of�Economic�Science� �

•Eotvos�Lorand�University� � �

 

Greece (1) 
•National�Technical�University�of�Athens� �

  

Lithuania (1) 
•Vilnius�University� � �

Poland (2) 
•University�of�LODZ� � �

•Jagiellonian�University��� � �

Slovenia (1) 
•University�of�Ljubljana� � � �

Austria (1) 
•University�of�Applied�Sciences�Wiener�Neustadt��

  

Italy (1) 
•University�of�Verona� � � �

Turkey (6)
•Istanbul�Technical�University� �

•Istanbul�University� � �

•Ankara�University� � �

•Kadir�Has�University� � �

•Koc�University� � �

•Dokuz�Eylul�University

   

Belgium (1) 
•Ghent�University� � � �

Australia (5) 
•University�of�Technology,�Sydney�

•Royal�Melbourne�Institute�of�Technology� �

•Monash�University

•University�of�Western�Sydney�

•Queensland�University�of�Technology� �

 

Latin America (8)

Mexico (2)
•University�of�Guadalajara� � �

•Tecnologico�de�Monterrey� � �

 

Brazil (1) 
•Universidade�Estadual�Paulista� � �

 

Colombia (1) 
•National�University�of�Columbia� � ���

 

Chile (4)
•University�of�Chile� � � �

•University�of�Desarrollo�� � �

•University�Finis�Terrae� � � �

•Central�University�of�Chile

228 Universities in 

44 countries
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SeoulMate & UOS BUDDY

SeoulMates are UOS students who will 

help new comer exchange students in 

various ways. The Korean Language and 

Culture Program (KLCP) also provides 

UOS BUDDY who will help new comer 

international students to study Korean 

language.

Global Lounge

Global Lounge is a place where 

international students and UOS Korean 

students can get together and exchange 

languages and cultures under free and 

fun atmospheres. International students 

could also work as paid employers like 

staffs and language teachers.

- Keepers do welcome visitors, clean the 

lounge, and manage all the facilities. 

(5,000won/hr)

- Teachers teach their language to a 

small group of students. (15,000won/hr)

Course Registration

Once a student is admitted to the UOS 

as an exchange student, the regional 

coordinators of the international office 

and SeoulMates will contact and directly 

assist the student’s course regist ration 

before arrival to Korea.

Normally the list of courses is prepared 

in mid February for spring semester and 

in mid August for fall semester.

Alien Registration

All foreigners planning to stay in Korea 

for more than 90 days must report to the 

Seoul Immigration Office (2,3F Seoul 

Global Center, 64-1, Seorin-dong, 

Jongno-gu, Tel:1345) and register for 

the Alien Registration Card (외국인등록증) 

within 90 days from the date of arrival. 

To apply for the Alien Registration

Card, you should already have a long-

term visa.

Within the orientation session for new 

exchange students, you will submit all 

the documents which are required to 

complete the Alien Registration. It takes 

approximately 10 business days for the 

Immigration Office to process the 

application. Applicants must leave their 

passport with the Immigration Office 

during this period and the office will 

return it through international office 

when the application is completed.

* For more details, please visit the Immigration 

Office website at http://www.immigration.go.kr/ 

HP/IMM80/index.do.

Facilities on 
campus 

Library

The five-story building has a capacity of 

2,500 seats and 600,000 volumes as 

well as the digital library and a 

computerized catalogue system that is 

accessible online. The library has 

sections for general readings, reference, 

reserves, periodicals, dissertations, a/v 

collections and more. It also maintains a 

web-based library information system, 

providing more professional academic 

information and collections as well as 

various library services through library 

website at http:// library.uos.ac.kr/

dlsearch/TGUI/Theme/ Web/index.asp.

Health Services

The University Health Service Center is 

located on the 2nd floor of the Student 

Hall. (Open from 9:00 to 18:00) 

Examination, prescription and medicine 

for simple illnesses such as cold or 

indigestion will be able to be covered for 

free.

Student Cafeteria

Student cafeterias are located in the 

Student Hall and in the Natural Science 

Building. Korean dishes and western 

dishes are available. Prices normally 

range from 2,000 won to 5,000 won per 

meal but may further vary depending on 

the menu of the day. Student cafeterias 

run from 8:00 to 10:00 for breakfast, 

from 11:00 to 14:00 for lunch, and from 

15:00 to 18:30 for dinner on weekdays 

and Saturdays, and are closed on 

Sundays.

Living at UOS

Types of student
housing available

Student Dormitory or International House on campus
* Off-campus housing is under each student’s sole responsibility.

Student 
Dormitory

Each room of double occupancy, 15 rooms on each of the 7 floors
- Shower room, Toilet, and Laundry are shared.
- Extension possible during summer or winter vacations
Fees: 560,000 won/semester + 100,000 won deposit = 660,000 won
* Fees for vacation (about 2 months): 280,000 won
* Application for vacation housing takes place before each semester 
ends.

International 
House

Each unit with 2 rooms / 3 rooms / 4rooms of single occupancy
- Living room, Shower room, Toilet, and Laundry are shared.
- Extension impossible during summer or winter vacations
Fees: 800,000 won/semester + 100,000 won deposit = 900,000 won

Remarks

- In both housings, male and female sections are segregated.  
- Allocation will be done on random basis.
- Fees are payable on arrival at UOS.
- Deposit will be refunded after the fees for usage of facilities are 
deducted.

On-campus Housing

*Subject to change 
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Campus Map & Access to UOS

Location
The Incheon International Airport(IIA), in the city of Incheon, is the main international airport in Korea. 

It is about a 90-minute car ride to the University of Seoul. Fees are about USD75 for a regular taxi and 

USD95 for a deluxe taxi. For more information on transportation from the airport to downtown Seoul, 

please visit the IIA website at http://www.airport.or.kr. 

By Taxi from Incheon International Airport 

From� the�airport,� it� costs� approximately� 80,000�~�90,000�Won(KRW)�by� taxi� up� for� 4�people� to� the�

University of Seoul. The fare of regular taxi starts from 3,000 Won, while deluxe taxis start from 5,000 

Won. Most taxi drivers know the direction to the University of Seoul, pronounced ‘Seoul Sirip Dae-

hak-kyo’.

By Limousine Bus from Inchon International Airport 

You are advised to find the bus stop, “5B” or “12A” at the exit of Incheon International Airport. The 

limousine, #6002, will take you to Cheongryangni, the bus’s final destination. The fare of limousine is 

10,000 Won. Get off at the Cheongryangni stop and take a taxi or take the university school bus to the 

university of Seoul. The taxi fare from Cheongryangni to the university of Seoul is around 3,000 Won.

Using Professional Airport Pick-up Service 

If you prefer to use a professional airport pick-up service, you must make a reservation at +82 32 743 

7911, The cost is about 85,000 Won(up to 4 people) and its website can be found at http://www.

airhelp.co.kr 

The University of Seoul is situated on the northeastern part of Seoul.

Surrounded by woods and cozily set at the foot of Mt. Baebong.

It boasts one of the most beautiful campuses in Korea.
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